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Abstract

This article summarizes a panel discussion on “SBIRT in the emergency care setting: are we ready to take it to scale?” Dr. Edward Bernstein commented on the historical developments of emergency department (ED) screening, brief intervention (BI), and referral to treatment (SBIRT) research, practice, and knowledge translation. Dr. Jack Stein addressed SBIRT grant program progress to date, the reimbursement stream, SBIRT lessons learned, and unanswered questions. Dr. Richard Saitz reviewed the limitations of the evidence for alcohol and drug ED screening and BI and cautioned on the danger of proceeding to practice and broad dissemination without evidenced based on randomized controlled trials with sufficient sample size and clinically important outcomes.
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Knowledge translation, the progression from research to practice, is nonlinear. Knowledge uptake is variable and responds to incentives and market pressures such as the political/legislative process (including funding availability and mandates), patient requests, and drug company promotion. There are also many disincentives to the adoption of new knowledge: 1) insurance (e.g., Medicaid) barriers to reimbursement, 2) site differences that require adaptation, 3) systems pressures (“move’em in, move’em out”), 4) resistance to the imposition of guidelines or unfunded mandates, and 5) inertia and natural resistance to change. The relationship of knowledge translation to research and practice may be likened to the DNA double helix, with one strand representing research and the other practice. In this context, knowledge translation is represented by the bridges or connections that we make deliberately or those that emerge spontaneously between the strands. Such a schema is of course oversimplified, because in reality these strands of DNA are crumpled and twisted.
over themselves and not always easy to identify or replicate.

SBIRT research began in the ED. The earliest study was a controlled trial of 200 dependent drinkers at Massachusetts General Hospital, conducted by Dr. Morris Chavetz in 1957. The intervention consisted of a nonjudgmental, respectful conversation conducted by a social worker and a psychiatric resident team with homeless, middle age men, inviting them to attend an outpatient program several blocks away. Sixty-five percent of patients completed one appointment, compared to 5% of the control group, and 45% competed five appointments, compared to none of the controls. Three decades later, our colleagues on a National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)-sponsored Emergency Medicine Task Force recognized that “…alcohol-related problems are often dramatically apparent in emergency rooms, this locale has enormous potential for identification, intervention and referral. Although such potential may exist, the appearance of an alcohol abuser in the ED often poses a frustrating problem for emergency personnel.”

It was the recognition of this need to improve the ED care of patients with unhealthy drinking and drug use that led to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s (SAMHSA) Center for Substance Abuse Treatment (CSAT) funding of Project ASSERT at Boston City Hospital (Boston Medical Center) in 1993. Project ASSERT, building upon the research of Chavetz, WHO Brief Intervention Study Group, and Miller and Rollnick, employs health promotion advocates trained in motivational interviewing to increase patient access to primary care, preventive services, and the substance abuse treatment system. Project ASSERT was next established in 1999 at the Yale–New Haven Hospital ED. Both programs are current line items in their hospital budgets, provide reimbursable services, and have led to NIH-funded research trials of motivational interviewing and training curricula. A 14-site Academic ED SBIRT Research Collaborative trained 402 ED nurses, nurse practitioners, residents, faculty, social workers, and physician assistants who intervened with at-risk and dependent drinkers, with resulting declines in consumption and a parallel increase in the number of persons drinking within the NIAAA’s low-risk guidelines. In parallel, research in alcohol SBI conducted at Rhode Island University Hospital demonstrated efficacy among injured patients. Some interesting issues have emerged from these ED trials that deserve further investigation. In the progression of research to practice, Massachusetts and Colorado are engaged in ongoing state agency-funded dissemination of ED SBIRT programs.
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There is a tremendous gap between the number of individuals who have a substance use disorder and those who receive treatment. According to the National Household Survey on Drug Use and Health, only about one in 10 individuals in the United States with a substance use disorder receive treatment. Of those who do not receive treatment, 95.5% (over 21 million people) do not recognize they have a problem. The evidence supporting the effectiveness of SBI in various health care settings has been mounting over the past 25 years for alcohol use and, more recently, for illicit drug use. Presently, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force, the American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma, and the National Quality Forum endorse SBI for alcohol use in various general and mental health care settings including primary, inpatient, urgent, and emergency care; criminal justice health care; occupational health care; and school-based health care settings. In 2009, the National Institute on Drug Abuse launched a Web-based interactive screening tool for illicit substances based on the Alcohol, Smoking, and Substance Involvement Screening Test (ASSIST), developed by the World Health Organization. Emergency care settings show great promise as intervention points for individuals who are experiencing a range of substance use problems. Studies show that 40% of ED visits are injury-related and, of them, approximately 50% are alcohol-related. In total, 400,000 ED visits per year involve alcohol in combination with another drug(s) and increasing mentions of prescription drug misuse. In addition, patients with substance use and mental health conditions have a greater frequency of repeat ED visits compared to those without these disorders.

In 2003, SAMHSA’s CSAT launched an SBIRT initiative designed to expand and enhance state and tribal continua of care to include SBIRT in general medical and other community settings (e.g., community health centers, nursing homes, schools and student assistance programs, occupational health clinics, hospitals, EDs). Specifically, the program is intended to 1) identify patients who may not perceive a need for behavior change, 2) provide brief motivational counseling to alter negative behaviors, and 3) link individuals with severe substance use problems to specialty substance abuse treatment services. Since the program’s inception, 14 state or tribal grants have been awarded in addition to 12 college campus–based grants. In 2009, 11 academic medical center residency programs received CSAT/SAMHSA grants in an effort to begin shaping the clinical practices of the next generation of physicians to include SBIRT.

To date, CSAT’s SBIRT initiative has served over 850,000 individuals. Secondary analysis of program administrative data from the first cohort of six state or tribal grantees showed significant improvements over baseline for illicit drug use and heavy alcohol use across a wide range of health care settings, including EDs.
Valuable lessons have been learned about SBIRT implementation into real-life settings. For example, three major SBIRT models have evolved from the CSAT program experience: 1) an “in-house generalist” (the existing clinical staff assumed responsibility for conducting SBIRT services); 2) an “in-house specialist” (an existing behavioral health specialist was assigned to conduct SBIRT services), and 3) a “contracted specialist” (a behavioral health specialist was hired to conduct SBIRT services). In spite of varying target populations and program venues, over time most grantees migrated to a contracted specialist model. These specialists mostly consisted of health educators with extensive experience working with individuals with substance use problems. In emergency care settings using this model, SBIs took relatively little time: screenings were able to be conducted in approximately 5 minutes, and BIs were done in about 10 minutes.

Findings from CSAT’s SBIRT program also support the existing research that SBIRT makes good financial sense.27 For example, one study conducted in Washington State demonstrated that SBIRT resulted in Medicaid savings of $185 per member per month, compared to patients who did not receive SBIRT services. Most reductions realized were due to declines in costs associated with inpatient hospitalizations from ED admissions.28

Implementing SBIRT, particularly in crisis-oriented settings like EDs, poses many challenges. Competing priorities, resident turnover, staff attitudes, and privacy issues are just a few of the implementation barriers reported by CSAT’s SBIRT projects. However, most barriers were overcome via a combination of perseverance, staff training, and strategic utilization of data to justify sustaining SBIRT services beyond the scope of federal support.

In conclusion, emergency care settings provide a high volume of at-risk alcohol and drug using patients, as well as a robust setting for the “teachable moment,” considered to be one of the key ingredients of SBIRT’s impact. Furthering the likelihood of widespread implementation are the cost savings realized, as well as the advent of new procedural billing codes to reimburse for services. Yet, much remains to be learned about SBIRT and its application in emergency care settings. CSAT-supported SBIRT projects make excellent real-life platforms for research collaborations with providers to study the many yet-to-be-answered questions about SBIRT’s implementation and long-term impact.
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As a clinician, I practice and recommend alcohol SBI in primary care settings based on at least 40 years of published research by numerous investigators. But this mature literature also provides the opportunity for a critical look to improve practice and to direct our research questions. There are a number of areas in SBI where the evidence is quite limited or nonexistent.

### SBI as a Preventive Service

The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) has five criteria for whether or not to implement a universal preventive intervention such as SBIRT.15 SBIRT meets at least two (high prevalence, substantial morbidity) and possibly a third (an asymptomatic period during which detection can occur that might not happen without screening). But is there a valid feasible screening test? For alcohol in the ED, yes, but for other drugs the answer is no. Tools are long and do not identify the target for screening—the spectrum from risky drug use through dependence. Is early intervention better than later intervention? The answer is “maybe” for alcohol interventions in the ED and “unknown” for drugs.

### What Do We Know About SBI?

What do we not know? The feasibility, predictive value, and clinical utility of drug screening tests in the ED or primary care or for pregnant women.29 We do not know the efficacy of BI for unhealthy alcohol or drug use that is identified by screening in EDs. We do not know the efficacy for alcohol or drug dependence or adolescents or the effects of BI on morbidity and mortality in any setting.

Preventive care is different from treatment, and the highest levels of evidence (randomized trials) are required because it is universal (for everybody). It is different from the pursuit of a diagnosis when symptoms and signs are present. It is difficult to improve somebody who does not have symptoms.

Some make an error by assuming that because one thing follows another, that this thing was caused by the other, “post hoc ergo propter hoc.” For example, “Many, if not most, heroin users used marijuana first, so therefore maybe marijuana use leads to heroin use. We also know that just about all heroin users drank milk as children.”20 We do not conclude that milk leads to heroin use; similarly we should not conclude that SBI leads to decreased drug use just because one follows the other in an observational study.

A number of alcohol SBI studies in EDs have been negative. Greater severity of substance abuse presenting to the ED has been advanced as a reason why alcohol SBI is not as effective in the ED as in primary care. In primary care, only 20% of those who screen positive for unhealthy alcohol use have dependence. However, on inpatient services, 77% are dependent. The ED is a
hectic environment with greater acuity than primary care, and it would not be surprising if these factors and alcohol use severity have some impact on the efficacy of BI after screening in such settings. There is good reason to be concerned that such factors might make drug SBI ineffective. In primary care settings, only 7% of people who screen positive for drugs have only drug use; 93% have consequences of that use, and 34% have dependence. We are not just identifying mild cases in these settings where we would do a BI. As a result we should not assume that drug SBI will be as effective as alcohol SBI.

So why require controlled trials? Because SBI efficacy is likely to vary by setting and by the prevalence of dependence. For drugs, SBI is likely to be more complicated than for alcohol. For both alcohol and drugs, we need to know whether SBI leads to improved clinical outcomes (beyond decreases in consumption). All of this should be known before implementing a universal practice. Why randomized trials? Nonrandomized studies generally overestimate effects. A report of the implementation of SBIRT nationwide (which cost over $180 million) demonstrates this. A before–after evaluation of SBIRT at six sites showed 50% or larger decreases in alcohol and drug use 6 months after screening. The best absolute benefit in well-done controlled trials in primary care is 12%. This discrepancy confirms the need to use randomized controlled trials to assess efficacy and the magnitude of effects from SBI.

What do we know specifically from alcohol SBI randomized trials in the ED? A meta-analysis by Nilsen et al. included 11 controlled trials with people with unhealthy or risky alcohol use and injury. Six studies showed no difference in drinking, and five studies found a decrease in consumption. There were mixed results for nonconsumption outcomes such as repeat injury and completed referrals to treatment. A high-quality randomized trial of alcohol-related injury by Daeppen et al. in an ED in Switzerland, in which they enrolled 81% of those eligible and completed follow-up in 79% at 12 months, compared BI to an assessed and to a nonassessed control group. One-third of all three groups were no longer drinking risky amounts, but there were no intergroup differences in consumption or consequences. A second meta-analysis of ED SBI randomized studies included 13 studies and 1,174 injured and noninjured patients (six studies overlapped with Nilsen’s meta-analysis). There were no differences in consumption, but three studies (with 785 people) found differences in recurrent injury. Another high-quality randomized controlled trial by D’Onofrio et al. (88% enrollment and 92% 12-month follow-up) showed no differences in consumption measures.

The landmark study that led to trauma centers’ requirements for alcohol screening and BI by Gentiliello et al. requires a critical look. This study had 54% follow-up (the sample assessed for consumption outcomes), which calls into question the validity of the observed decreases in drinking. The methodologic concern is, of course, not simply academic. One does not know whether those lost to follow-up were more likely to be drinking and therefore could have changed the results of the study. The other main finding reported in the study was not statistically significant (reduction in statewide reinjury rate: hazard ratio = 0.52, 95% confidence interval = 0.21 to 1.29).

What explains these modest and largely negative findings for alcohol SBI in EDs? Some have argued that studies are negative because the patients studied are too severe, but Dr. D’Onofrio’s study enrolled a lower severity sample, and that was a negative study. Others have argued the studies suffered from too-small sample sizes, and perhaps larger samples would show clinically significant effects (although these would be small effects). Still others propose that the control groups are contaminated by discharge instructions or changes in physician behavior, with conduct of the studies leading to busy emergency physicians counseling everybody about their alcohol use. But we know that patients remember very little from ED discharge instructions and physician behavior is difficult to change. Some have argued that assessments in themselves lead people to think about and change their alcohol and drug use. However, we have the study by Daeppen et al. that was negative, even when it included a no assessment group. Finally, numerous randomized trials in primary care show efficacy (despite similar methodologic issues). It seems unlikely that these methodologic explanations for the negative studies would only apply in the ED.

Drug SBI

The USPSTF recommendation for drug SBI “…concludes that the current evidence is insufficient to assess the balance of benefits and harms of screening adolescents, adults, and pregnant women for illicit drug use.”29

No randomized, controlled trials have been done in EDs for drug SBI. In primary care, one international study found very modest results, and results were negative at the U.S. site. Bernstein et al. reported a large randomized trial with positive though modest results in an outpatient urgent care setting. This trial tested a BI among 1,175 with heroin or cocaine users and found absolute risk differences in abstinence (hair analysis) at 6 months of 9% for opiates and 5% for cocaine. About 38% of subjects in both randomized groups reported a contact with drug treatment (no difference). SBI for drug use is more complicated than alcohol SBI: there are numerous drugs, severity is greater, and brief tools do not exist to efficiently identify illicit and nonmedical prescription drug use. Clearly, additional trials are needed before universal drug SBI is ready for practice.

Scientific Evidence and Medical Practice

Much of what we do in clinical practice is not evidenced-based. We may screen for drugs, for example, because we need to know whether people are taking a drug before we prescribe a medication. That is different from universal SBI. Before implementing universal SBI, we should require evidence that is convincing about what we should do in our limited time with a patient. Given the very limited evidence we have about alcohol SBI in the ED, and the nonexistent evidence for drug SBI (and the likelihood that efficacy for both is likely to be very modest at best), I think that the enthusiasm has outpaced the evidence.
Dr. Landefeld recently wrote salient advice in response to the question, “Should we use large scale health care interventions without clear evidence that benefits outweigh costs and harms?” He wrote, “Patients will predictably benefit only when benefits outweigh harms and costs. If net effects are uncertain (and intervention costs) then implementation is dubious. We should implement only when clear that the benefits outweigh the costs and harms to patients. When implemented prematurely, wishful thinking can replace careful evaluation and an unproved innovation can become an enduring, but possibly harmful standard of care.”

CONCLUSIONS

The panel discussion addressed the historical development of ED SBIRT research, practice, and knowledge translation; the SBIRT grant program’s progress to date; lessons learned; limitations of the evidence for universal alcohol and drug ED screening and BI; and the potential problems inherent in proceeding to broad dissemination to the ED setting before we can carry out randomized controlled trials to assess if clinically important outcomes can be obtained across the range of acuity seen in the ED.

A strong call was made for emergency medicine researchers to stay focused on doing good science, looking honestly at the current state of SBIRT research and charting a path, although nonlinear, in which research continues to inform practice and practice in turn informs research.
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